Today’s Take-Off Task!!!

How
many
math
numbers
or
symbols
can you
find?

Low Threshold High Ceiling Tasks
LTHC
http://www.wismath.org/Resources/Documents/Annual%20Conference/210JMetkeLow%20Floor%20High%20Ceiling%20Handouts.pdf
(Build your Students’ Mathematical Muscle!)

What is it? Low Floor High Ceiling Tasks are those that all students can access but that can be
extended to high levels. These tasks are important because all classes are heterogeneous.

LTHC tasks allow students to work at different paces and take work to different depths at
different times. The low floor high ceiling tasks preferred are those that are also visual and
lead to rich mathematical discussion (taken from youcubed.org).
Low Threshold High Ceiling Tasks are activities that everyone in a group can begin and then
work on at their own level of engagement. But these tasks have lots of possibilities for the
participants to do much more challenging math(taken from nrich.maths.org).

How will I know if an activity is a LTHC?
 Can all students access the problem?
 The work to the problem becomes much more important than the
answer itself.
 Room for students to explore more math concepts at higher
levels?
 LFHC tasks lead to rich mathematical discourse.
 Multiple outcomes.

What do I need to do to prepare an activity like this?
Find a picture that might help students think about the problem, engage
their mathematical brain and unlock prior knowledge.
Do the task yourself. Reflect on your learning intention and how you will
know if students are successful.
Think through coaching questions/statements that might help students that
are stuck. Be sure that the questions nudge students thinking but do not
lower the cognitive demand of the task.
Think about supplies students might need to be successful with the activity
and have them available.
You do not necessarily have to know all of the exact answers before your
class begins the task. Imagine how excited your class would be to know that
they found a solution that you had not!

Problem Performers vs. Problem Solvers
taken from NCTM article
http://www.nctm.org/Publications/Teaching-ChildrenMathematics/2017/Vol23/Issue9/Are-Your-Students-Problem-Performers-or-ProblemSolvers/

 Scaffolding with a simpler problem.
 Eliciting prior knowledge.
 Delaying the question.

What Interests Your Students?
Music Shuffle Play Lists Probability
Followers on Instagram
Ads: Can this claim be true?
Puzzles
Games
Coloring
Menus: Offer more than one activity to choose from.
Get creative and take a risk! Have the kids generate the questions…

What do
you
wonder?

What
math
topics
could we
tie to this
image?

How
many
math
questions
do you
think
your
students
can
generate?

Number Talks
https://www.stenhouse.com/content/making-number-talks-matter

 Ask open questions to access any knowledge.

 Help students make sense of the number system.
 Make real-world connections with numbers and relative
experiences.
 Focuses more on problem solving and thinking than on “answers”.
 Multiple outcomes.
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Today’s Number

Taken from High-Yield Math Routines
1. Write it in word form:
4. Place it on a number
line with two other
numbers:

2. Think of a real world
example:

3. Round it to the
nearest whole number.

5. Can you think of
another form this number
can be written in?
6. Draw a picture of it.

http://www.nctm.org/Store/Products/High-Yield-Routines-for-Grades-K-8/

Tying it All Together
Taken from NCTM Article by Jennifer M. Suh
http://mason.gmu.edu/~jsuh4/tenure/part4thru8/papers/Tying_It_All_Together.pdf

The five strands of mathematical proficiency:
National Research Council (2001)
1. Conceptual understanding
2. Procedural fluency
3. Strategic competence
4. Adaptive reasoning
5. Productive disposition

Suh’s Classroom

Practices that Promote Mathematical Proficiency:

1. Modeling Math Meaningfully
Connecting real life situations with numbers, pictures, symbols.
2. Math Curse
Changing students’ mindset
3. Convince Me
Math Proofs with discourse and defending thinking
4. Math Happenings
Making real-world connections outside of the classroom

Rubric
 Paragraph form 3-5 sentences.
 Topic specific. Main idea communicated clearly.
 Uses academic vocabulary.

 Includes math equation, picture or illustration to prove
the math that students computed.

Recap
 Facilitate LTHC Tasks by incorporating pictures for student
access.
 Ask open questions to access every student’s knowledge.
 Help students make sense of the number system by
incorporating Number Talks as part of your classroom practice.
 Make real-world connections with numbers and relative
experiences either through writing or classroom discussion.
 Focuses more on problem solving and thinking than on
“answers”.
 Try to make sure there are multiple entry points, outcomes,
and levels of difficulty so every student can contribute to
classroom discourse and think through the problem.
 Take a risk and try something new!

Helen Faris
helen.faris@fcstn.net

Leslie Stephens
leslie.Stephens@fcstn.net

Keepin’ it Real! YO!!! Math 6-8
Helen Faris (8th Grade) Leslie Stephens (6th Grade)
Resources
Low Threshold High Ceiling (LTHC)
On-Line Article about Low Threshold High Ceiling Tasks
http://www.wismath.org/Resources/Documents/Annual%20Conference/210JMetkeLow%20Floor%20High%20Ceiling%20Handouts.pdf
Problem Solvers instead of performers Article NCTM
http://www.nctm.org/Publications/Teaching-Children-Mathematics/2017/Vol23/Issue9/Are-Your-Students-ProblemPerformers-or-Problem-Solvers/
There is a guided Task online if you google this.
You Cubed (Jo Boaler) for tasks and other great math ideas on how to incorporate real-world examples that will engage
math students in the classroom.
https://www.youcubed.org/
NRich
https://nrich.maths.org/

Keepin’ it Real! YO!!! Math 6-8
Helen Faris (8th Grade) Leslie Stephens (6th Grade)
Resources
NUMBER TALKS
Link for Book Making Number Talks Matter Grades 4-10 by Cathy Humphreys and Ruth Parker
https://www.stenhouse.com/content/making-number-talks-matter
Link for Book High Yield Math Routines by Ann McCoy, Joann Barnett, Emily Combs
http://www.nctm.org/Store/Products/High-Yield-Routines-for-Grades-K-8/
A guide for Number Talks in Middle Grades
http://www.pennteachernetwork.com/uploads/3/0/4/7/30473130/number_talks_middle_grades.pdf
MATH HAPPENINGS

NCTM Article Tying it All Together by Jennifer M. Suh
http://mason.gmu.edu/~jsuh4/tenure/part4thru8/papers/Tying_It_All_Together.pdf

Details

5 Points

4-2 Points

1-0 Points

Details

Well written in proper
paragraph form
containing 3-5
sentences, and neatly
written or typed.

Well-written, but may
be lacking 3-5
sentences.

Not written in
paragraph form or is
poorly written.

Paragraph
Form/ Neatness

Main Idea

Clearly states the
main idea of the event
that took place.

Alludes to a main
idea, but is not
clearly stated.

Grammar and
Spelling

Is free of errors or has
less than 3 errors.

Have 4-6 errors.

Mathematical
Content

Clearly explains with
details and correctly
communicates a math
concept we have been
discussing in class
using mathematical
vocabulary.

Presents ideas, but
fails to explain the
mathematical
connections
well. Uses limited or
no vocabulary.

Paragraph
Form/ Neatness

Calculations

Performs any and all
mathematical
calculations correctly,
pays attention to
details, and
perseveres in problem
solving. Writes an
appropriate equation
or illustrates the math
accurately.

Communicates
calculations
correctly, but fails to
solve the problem or
do calculations
correctly. Still
makes good
connections. May
fail to write an
equation.

Does not clearly state
the main idea or
indicate they made
any effort to make
mathematical
connections with the
world around them.

Has more than 6
errors.

Clearly puts very little
effort and thought into
writing or fails to
make connections
between
mathematical
concepts and the
world around them.
Uses no vocabulary.
Shows no
mathematical
calculations, poorly
communicates math
ideas and equations
or does not attempt to
solve the problems or
show
connections. Fails to
write an equation or
solution is incorrect.

5 Points

4-2 Points

1-0 Points

Well written in proper
paragraph form
containing 3-5
sentences, and neatly
written or typed.

Well-written, but may
be lacking 3-5
sentences.

Not written in
paragraph form or is
poorly written.

Main Idea

Clearly states the
main idea of the event
that took place.

Alludes to a main
idea, but is not
clearly stated.

Grammar and
Spelling

Is free of errors or has
less than 3 errors.

Have 4-6 errors.

Mathematical
Content

Clearly explains with
details and correctly
communicates a math
concept we have been
discussing in class
using mathematical
vocabulary.

Presents ideas, but
fails to explain the
mathematical
connections
well. Uses limited or
no vocabulary.

Calculations

Performs any and all
mathematical
calculations correctly,
pays attention to
details, and
perseveres in problem
solving. Writes an
appropriate equation
or illustrates the math
accurately.

Communicates
calculations
correctly, but fails to
solve the problem or
do calculations
correctly. Still
makes good
connections. May
fail to write an
equation.

Does not clearly state
the main idea or
indicate they made
any effort to make
mathematical
connections with the
world around them.

Has more than 6
errors.

Clearly puts very little
effort and thought into
writing or fails to
make connections
between
mathematical
concepts and the
world around them.
Uses no vocabulary.
Shows no
mathematical
calculations, poorly
communicates math
ideas and equations
or does not attempt to
solve the problems or
show
connections. Fails to
write an equation or
solution is incorrect.

